
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW OF BUSIESS ORGANfIjqfPS9

by Everett F. Goldberg

The Commerial Code of 1960 created a new and comprehensive law of busi-
nels organizations for Ethiopia. It is the purpose of this article to describe the
general provisions and principles concerning business organizations, their relation to
other laws and some of the problems they create. After an introductory discussion,
matters considered arc the classificatioa of business organizations, legal persoality
(including the concepts of limited liability and capital), and the partnership agree-
ment,' General formaton formalities, dissolution, and operational rules, such as those
pertaining to management and accounting, are not exa niued.

1. In Geserai

Definition. Article 210 of The Commercial Code defines a business organization
as "any association arising out of a partnership agreement." A partnership agree-
ment is 'a contract whcreby two or more persons who intend to join together
and to cooperate undertake to bring together contributions for the purpose of car-
rying out activities of an econon-uc nature and of participating in tLe profits and
1QSSCS arising out thereof if any."2

Whenever a valid partnership agreement is made and other required formalities,
if any, are performed, a business organization exists. The agreement is at the heart
of the organization. But the organization is more than the agrement. The law
contains numerous provisions which regulate business organizations, many of which
may not be modified by the agreement. Also, except for joint ventures, all busi-
ness organizations have legal personality. Thus, a business organization has an insti-
tutional aspect with an existence dependent upon, but separate from, the partnership
agreement

-Like any other organization or association of persons, the business organization
enables people to do things which would be difficult or impossible for them to
do alone. What is unique about the business organization is that its object is the
making of profits. By "profits" is meant pecuniary gain, not spiritual or intellec-
tual benefit. It includes satisfaction of the financial interests of the organization's
members "by placing them in a position to save mouey."

Business organizations are governed primarily by Book 17 of the Commercial
Code. Articles 210-226 of Book 171 contain general provisions applicable'to all, and

1, Although the draftrs of te Code drew upon imy soirees in preparing the t=t, the over-
all patter of the business orgaaization provisions resemb~cs most cosely Book 5. Thds 5, of
thr Itaiar Civil Code. -S !taliw Law of Cowpaitc. Lbow, Eaweri and Ecemoi Orga-
jznltion (trans- V. Vtniurini; Dianter, folaId; Kluwer, 1967).

2. Com.Cr, Art. 211.

3. Cv. C., Art. 405(2).
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the subsequent articles contain special flues concerning the various kinds of business
organizations, conversion and amalgaration, and foreign business organiatons.

Assockims Distiqgnished. An association is a grouping formed between two or
more persons -with a view to obtaining a result other tham the securing or sharing
of profits."4 Associations may be forned for a variety of non-profit purposes;
examples are a sports organization, a debating club, a literary group, a charitable
organization, etc. Religious groups other thwa the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, and
organizations formed to defend tir membes' financial terests or to represomt a
particular calling, are treated as associations, except to the extent they are governed
by special lawsA

Associations are governed by Articles 408482 of the Civil Code. These provi-
sions and Book H of the Cormercial Code are independent of each other. One
does not contain general or special rules of the other. This is true despite the fact
that Article 210(1) of the Commercial Code defines a business organization as an4'associataon" based on a partnership agreemeit. It means a "grouping," a more
accurate translation of the term used in the original French text.6

Because associations do not have an object of making profits ard. business
organimzaions do, they are subject to different schemes of regulation. Thus, asso-
ciations are supervised by the office of associations of. the Ministry of Interior?
Business organizations genrally fall under the Minisy of Commerce and Industry.'
- What if a grouping is formed'for a non-profit purpose, but in fact regularly
arries on profit-making activities? This Would be a ground for judicial dissolution

of the association, on the applicmion of the association's board ot management of
one-fifth of the members or of the office of associations of the Ministry of Inter-
ior.9 The Commercial Code expressly prohibits an association from carrying on a
trade, one of those profit-making activities listed in Article S of the Commercial
Code. If an association does carry on a trade, it is subject to dissolution under
Article 461 of the Civil Code.W

Even if an association carries on a profit-making acti%ity, it may find it diffi-
cult legally to get those profits to its members. The money and other property
owned by an association may not be distributed to its members when it is dis-
solved." No provision states whether or not such profits may be distributed to

4. CV, C, Art- 404
5. Civ. C., Ar"ts, 4D6, 4107.
6. References to the French text of the Commercial Code are to Code de commere do L'

Emire d'Ethope de 19W (Paris, LGD, 1965); of the Civil Code, Code civll de PFawnir d'
Eiopte de 1960 (Paris, LGDJ, 1962). References to the Amaric tUxts are based on assist-
ance provided by Ato Kebede Kassa and Ato Shf"bru Scifu.

7. Ch. C., Arts. 468-482. See also the Associatkos Registra ion Rcgulatiks, 966, Leg. NoL
No. 321, Neg. Caz., year 26, no. 1.

S. The powers of the two ministries diffcr. See, for exsazne, Civ C., Art. 473, requiring th.
office of assocations to be notifed of the pnera nxrenp of a-n assocati and nabling
it to pmse ribe mcasures to ensure the -'good funetiolingr of the n-ictin and to snd an
obscrver to it. The Mbitry of Connwe and Industry is hot given such pons.

9. Cv. C., Art. 461(t).
i Comm. C., Art. 25.
11. Civ. C. Art. 467.
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members.during the life of the association, but it seems inconsistent with the spirit
of .Articles 407, 467, -and related provisions, to do -so. Of course, an association
may carry on particular activitics from time to time in order to acquire money to
help it obtain its normal non-profit -objects. But it may not engage in profit-making
activities on a rcular basis.

Coopieraties. Article 4 of the Co-operative Societies Proclamation of 1966'2
defines a cooperative society as one which has as its "principal purposes and ob-
jects"

the promotion, in accordance with co-operative principles and the require-
alents of social justice, of better living, better business and better methods
of production by such means as:

(1) reducing the cost of credit;

(2 reducing the cost of goods and services for pmduction and consumption;

(3) minimizing and reducing the individual impact of risks and uncertainties;

(4) spreading knowledge of practical technical improvements; or

(5) may otherwise contribute to achieve the above-mentioned purposes and
objects.

Before th:z adoption of the Co-operative Societies Proclamation, a co-operative
would theoretically hav bad to be formed either as an association or as a busi-
ness -organization, according to its activity. It would have to be formed as a busi-
ness organization if it tended to "satisfy the financial interests of their members
by placing thomr in a position to save money."'3 Tlhis would occur in particular
with those activites specified in paragraphs (I) and (2) of Article 4 of the Co-
operative Societies Proclamation; reducing the cost of credit, goods or services.

One way in which the inembers of a co-operative might cut costs and save
money is by working for the organization or acquiring items from or selling them
to the ozganization. This eliminates the separate employer and the "'middleman"
in the buying and selling process.

For example assume that, a person could buy beans for fifty cents per kilo
in any vegetable store in Addis Ababa. Assume also that the owner of the store
paid the farmer thirty cents for that kilo of beans, and out of the twenty cents
remaining uses ten cents to pay for the expenses of operating his store and keeps
ten ecuts as profit. If under these circumstances many bean consumers got together
and agreed to form a cooperative to buy and sell beans, they could each save ten
cents on each kilo of beans. The cooperative would buy beans from the farmer at
thirty cents per kilo. It would probably have expenses similar to those of the
owner of the vegetable store; say, ten cents per kilo. But since there is no store
owner (the "middleman) to take a profit, the members of the cooperative can
acquire the bean!s for forty cents per kilo instead of fifty cents. Or, the cooperative
may sell at fifty cents per. kilo, and divide up the surplus (representing ten cents

12. Proc% No. 241, Neg. Gaz., year 25, no. 24. See also the Coopeiative Socitis Reguiatioa,

196. Ltg. Not. No. 337, Ming. Ga., year 27, No. 11.

13. Civ. C, Art. 405(2).
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on each bag of beans) among the members at'the end of the year, The net result
is the same. As another example, consider one kind of credit cooperatiW. The
purpose of a credit cooperative is. to lend money to its members at a rate of
interest lower than that charged by the bank or other lending institutions. (It may
also require less sccurity.) Say the bank normaly charges indvidual borrowers
nine per cent interest. The credit cooperative may be able to borrow from the
bank at a lower rate because it is borrowing a much larger sum of money (the
sum all its members Would have borrowed individual combined) and can prombat
offer better over-all security. Let us assume that lower rate is sevei per cent. The
credit cooperative can then lend money to its members at, say, eight per cent. The
coopirative uses the difference between the seven per cent it owes the bank and
the eight per cent it receives from its borrowing members to cover its expeuises.
The borrowing member has saved one per ceni for himself, since he only rmust pay
eight per cent interest for an amount on which he would have had to paynine
per cant interest if he. borrowed from. a bank.

. Any cooperative which has the purposes and objects specified in Article 4 of
the Co-operative Societies Proclamation may be formed according to that proclama-
tion.14 A cooperative formed under the proclamation would be registered with the
Registrar of Co-operative Societies of the Ministry of National Community Develop-
ment and Social Affairs and become subject to the regulatory scheme of the pro-
clamation and that Ministry. Aording to Article 59 of the proclamation, the pro-
visions of the Commercial Code would not apply to such a cooperative: -

except in so far as such provisions are consistent with the purposes an,
provisions of this Proclamation, and, in particular, but without limitation,
[cooperative] societies shall not be subject to any requirement of organiza-
ion, registration or internal management otlierwise applicable to trades or
business organizations under the Commercial Code.

It should be noted, however, that registration under the Co-operative Societies Pro-
61amation is optional. Persons forming a cooperative which enable its members to
save money may still create it in one of the forms of business organization pro-
vided by the Commercial Code if they wish.

Other Organizations. If two or more persons form a group with a view to
securing or sharing profits, their group is subjet. to the provisions of the Corn-
nercial Codc concerning business organizations. if their group is formed with any
other purpose in mind, it is subject to the provisions of the Civil Code concerning
associations." However, special laws may create groups other than associations and
business organizations. Some of those laws provide rules for the formation of parti-
calar tpes of groups. Others are charters of specific organizations. In the Civil
$Code itself, we find provisions regulating syndicates of joint owners, where parts of
a building are individually owned and parts jointly owned (Arts. 1293-1308); agri-
cultural communities (Arts. 1489-1500), and official associations of landowners (Arts.
1501-1534)."d Outside the Civil Code, there am the Co-operative Societies Proama

14 Comm. C,, Ar. 212(2).
15. Civ. C, Axts 404, 405.
16. Compare the Civil Code provisions on propety with a specific destination, endowments a id

trusts: Title IL Chap. 3.
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tion and the rmperial Savings and Home Ownership Public Association Proclasnaton.17

In addition, there are several non-profit organizations chartered by His Imperial
Majesty befor the adoption of the Civil Code.'8

Some authors have suggested that tle codes leave a "gap"t for Customary
cooperative organizations such as ikub, and that they exist outsid the rognilation of
the codes.19 In the opinion of the present author, this is not true. As stated above,
Articles 404 and 405 of the Cvil Code provide rules governing every kind of
"grouping." A cooperative organization, customary or not, is a grouping. parsuant
to Article 3347(1), any customzry rules pertaining to such an organzation have been
replaced by the Code, except as they may survive for previously created rights and
situations under Articles 3348-3351. Such an organization faUs under Articles 404
and 405 and, at least in contemplation of the code, is either an association or
business organization, unless formed pursuant to the Co-operative Societies Procla-
mation of 1966 or som other law. Even if a customary cooperative is viewed
merely as a contract, it would he governed by the Civil Code provisions on cont
racts and not by customary law.

2. Clasfieatdon of Business Organizations

The Commercial Code classifies business organizations in two different ways:
first, according to the particular form of organization; second, according to whether
it is commercial or non-commercial, It may also be helpful to distinguish organiza-
fions according to how much they emphasize the role of particular individuals.

Form of Organization. The Code recognizes six forms of business organization:
ordinary partnership, joint venture, general partnership, limited partnership, share
company and private limited company. The followicog paragraphs summarize the
basic characteristics of each.

(1) Ordinary Partnership (Arts. 227-270). This is an organization usually of
a relatively small number of persons. It may not be a commercial business organi-
zation; that is, it may not carry out any of the activities specified in Article 5
of the Commercial Code. Since Article 5 mentions most profit-making activities, the
u e of the ordinary partnership form is extremely limited. The members do not
have limithd liability. Membership interests are not freely transferable.

(2) Joint Venture (Arts. 271-279). This organization is usually formed with a
relativly small number of persons for a limited purpose or short period of time.
Unlike all the other forms of business organization, the joint venture is not a legal
person and its existence may not be disclosed to third persons. Membership is not
freely trmansferable. The liability of the members dapends on the memorandum of
association.

17. 1962, Prec. No 188, Neg. Gat) year 21. rko 11.
IM. For cxample, the Chamaber of Commerce, Gen. Not. No. 9W of 1947, Neg. Ca., year 6,

no- 8; Ethiopian Red Cross Society, Gea. Not- No. 99 of 1947, Neg. Ga., ycar 7, no. 2;
Etbioplan Ho-se Racing Club, Gem -Not. No, 230 of 1957, ej. Ga.,, )=r 17, no. 6,

.19, G. Krzecanow zc, "A Ncw Lgislaive Approach to Customary Law: The Repeas Provision
of the Ethidpian Civil Code of 1960," . Erh. Studies, voL 1, no. 1 (1963); 3. VanL&rlindcin,
'(An Introduction to the Soarces of Ethiopian Law," . Ehk L,, vol, 3 (1966), p 244, For
a description of ikub, see Asfaw fDat. -flk.P Bulletin of the Elmolotcal SwiAy
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(3) General Partnership (Arts. 280-295). This organization usually is formed with
a relatively small number of persons. Membership is not freely transferable. Its
members do not have limited liability. It is te most common form of business
organization without limited liability. It is governed by a substantial number of the
provisions concerning ordinary partnership, as well as Articles 280-295.

(4) Limited Partnership (Arts. 296-303). The Limited partership is basically the
same as the general partnership, with one excption: one or mote (but not all)
of its members have limited liability. Memberhip is not freely transferable. It is
governed by a substantial number of the rules on general partnership and ordinary
partnership. Articles 296-303 add to these rules modifications which are required by
the presnce of members with limited liability.

(5) Share Company (Arts. 304-509). The share company is fanda&mentally diffe-
rent from the forms previously discussed, in that all of its members enjoy, limited
liability. It may, although not necessarily, consist of many members. Membership is
freely transferable. Share company is the form usually chosen to operate enterprises
whioh require vast sums of money.

(6) Private Limited Company (Art 510-543). This organization is a mixture of
the share company and the partnership. It is like the share company in that all
its members enjoy limited liability. It is like the partnership in that it usually has
a small number of members and its membership interests are not freely transferable.

According to an unofficial compilation of statistics, there were about 389
business organizations registered at the Min-istry of Commere aind Industry in 1965.
About 108 of these were general partnership, or general partnerships and limited
partnerships. (It is unclear whethor limited partnerships were included or whether
there were just none registered.) The total declared capital of these organizations
was Eth. $7,324,000. About 106 of the registered organizations w=re shar corn-
panies, with a total declared capitai of Eth. $218,781,000. About 175 were private
limited companies, with a total declared capital of Eth. S34,775,000.2

It should be noted that the word "partnership" is used in the names of bu-
siiess organizations in Article 212(1) in a manner different from that in which it is
used in Article 405 of the Civil Code and Article 211 of the Commeial Code.
When it is used in the name of a business organization, it is used either for want
of a better word or because the form of business organization being described is
closest to the type of business organization in the English-language Common Law
which has that name. When it is used in Article 405 of the Civil Code and in
Article 211 of the Commercial Code, it has the same meauirig as the general
phrase "business organizatibn."21

Commercial Businmss Orgaidzationi. Article 10 of the Commercial Code defines
a commercial business organization as one in which the "objects under the memo-
randma of association or in fact are to carry on any of the activities specified in
Article 5 of this Code." Share companies and private limited companies. are always
commerial "whatever their objects." This definition is supplemented by Article 213,

20, Selamu Bekel, Privmcr Commerciai Cvmpats ander Ethiopian Low: Their Legal and .Prrcicai
ignificwan (1966, unpublished, Archive, Farulty of law, HaRe Selassie I Univmity).

21. The word consist tly used in the French version for business organization, is wcvtdh
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which provides that any of the six organizational forms specified in Article 212
may be a commercial business organization oxcept for an ordinary partnership. The
net effect of Articles 10 and 213 is that an ordinary partnership may not be -a
con unroial business organizatioa (and thus may not carry on any of the aetivities
specified in Article 5); share companies and private limited companies are always
commercial, whether or not their objects include any of the activities specified in
Article 5; general partnerships, limited partnerships and joint ventares may or may
not be commercial, depanding on whether or not one of their objects according to
the memorandum of association or in fact is to carry on any of the activities
specified in Article 5.

If a commercial business organization is created in the form of an ordinary
partnership, or if a commercial business orgauization is created and its form is not
specified, the organization is deemed to he a commercial general partnership.22

The distinction between commercial and non-commercial business organizations
is very important in the Fronch version of the Commercial Code. It is less import-
ant in the English vcrsion. It is even less important in die Ainharif. version.

In the French version, only commercial business organizations are required to
keep accounts and to register and be publicized. Only commercial business orgai-
zations may go through bankruptcy and only commercial business organizations are
generally subject to the provisions governing traders.33

In the English version, only commercial business organizations are required to
keep accounts and only they may go through bankruptcy. But all business organi-
zations other than joint ventures must register and be publicized and all business
organizations are subject to the provisions governing traders.-

In the Amharic version, only commercial business organizations ae required to
keep accounts. But all business organizations other than joint ventures must register,
all other than joint ventures may go through bankruptcy and ail are subject to the
provisions governing traders.

The Role of the Individual Member. In some business organizations, the parti-
cipation and identity of a particular member are typically more important to the
other members than they are in other business orgaazations. This helps explain some
of the business organization provisions.

In the ordinary partnership, general partnership, limited partnership and joint
venture, there are usually a relatively small number of members and the importance
of a particular member is great. Except for limited partners in a limited partner-
ship, the members normally work in or for the organization. They must get along
well together if the organization is to function properly. In addition, in each of
these organizations there are persons without limited liability. A person without
limited liability is much more concerned about the qualifications and character of

22- Comm. C., 213(2). The Frenh verion contains the phrase 'lerpressly or implicitly" before
the word "specifiCd' Tho Amiaric and English versiom omit it. Sound intertbptation would
read it in, however.

23. Comm. C., Ars. 63, 73 (accounts); 100, 219, 223 (registration and publicity); 96 (bank-
ruptcy); 3 (provisions governing trm n).
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his fellow members than the person with limited liabilty. The importance of the
individual member is inflected in such rules as those making it difficult to transfer
mombership interests, presuming a requirement of unanimous approval of the mmbers
for major decisions, and presuming dissolution of the organization when a member
dies, becomes incapable or goes bankrupt.24

A share company oay have just a few members. On the other hand, it may
also sell "shares" to the public and acquire many members. In the latter situation,
the identity of any member is often unimportant to the others; most members join
the organization chiefly as a means of investing their money and take little or no
part in the management of the organization. All members have linited liability for
the company's debts. Many of the share company provisions in the Codt reflect
this situation- Thus, death, incapacity or bankruptcy of a member does not result
in drssolution, and membership interests are freely transferable325

The private limited company has somo aspects of each type of organization. It
normally has relatively few mnmbers. Membership interests are not freely transfer-
able. But all members have limited liability and death, incapacity or bankruptcy of
a member is not presumed to result in dissolution32

The different role of the individual is refic,.ed not only in the different rules
which govern these organizations, but also in the different role the partnership
agreement plays in them. The partnership agreement is very important in establish-
ing the internal rules of an organization such as the general partnership. There are
relatively few code provisions, and many of the provisions which do exist may be
over-ruled by different provisions in the partnership agreement. This is so because
the individual is so important, and because he can be relied on to protect his own
interests. Also, creditors of the organization do not need extensive protection because
they usually have one or more members whom they can sue if the organization
does not pay its debts. On the other hand, the code provides many rules govern-
ing share compalies, only a few of which may be modified by the partnership
agreemenL In companies with a large number of members, the individual member
may have difficulty exercising control. Since all members have limited liability, more
provisions are needed to protect creditors. And, finally, since share companies may
raise huge amounts of capital, they may become more influential in the economy
than the organization of persons; it becomes all the more important for the law to
assure proper functioning of the organization.

3. Legal Personality

Definition Persons are the subjects of rights and obligations. They may be
compared with goods, which are objects of rights and obigations. For example, a
chair may be owned or sold by a person. It cannot itself own something else;
ownership is a right, which only a person may enjoy. Neither can it make a coat-
ract, a type of obligation, which only a person may incur.

24. Sce Comm. C, Arts. 233, 20 260, 283.

25. Comm. C., Arts. 333(3). 495.

26. Comm. C., Arts. 510(2), 523, 542(3).
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Article 1 of the Civil Code provides: "The human person is the subject of
rights from its birth to its death." In a number of situations, the law attributes
personality to a thing or a group. Thus, Article 210(2) of the Commercial Code
provides that "any business organization other than a joint venture shall be demed
to be a legal person." This is a way of enabling the organzation to become the
subject of rights and obligations.27

A business organization is chiefly a collection of physical persons and of pro-
perty. If the organization is not treated as a person, the members would noranily
be joint owners of the property. Any obligations incurred in the course of operating
the business would noramlty be made in the name of one or more of the members,
and those members would become subject to such obligations. When the law pro-
vides that the organization is a legal person, the organization itself may own the
property and obligations may be mad in the nzame of the organizatioa, In the
eyes of the aw, it is like. a phy sical person, distinct from the persons who are
its members. For example, say A, B and C are all physical persons, and that A
owns land and B and C have no interest in that land, The positions of the three
parties with regard. to the land are clear. If the situation is changed so that A
is a business organization with legal personality, and E and C are members, the
resiult is the same. A, a legal person, owns the land B and C do not, It may be
that B and C are agents of A, and as such deal with the land; but if so, they
do it on behalf of A- As members, B and C may participate in decisions which
affect the land; but if so, their rights are of participation in the organization and
not ownership of the land. The organization pays the taxes on the land, if any.
It may sell the land, and does so in its own name when it does. A similar analy-
sis could be appled to contractual and oxtra-contractual obligations, and to juridical
acts in general.

The principle was applied by the High Court in Addis Ababa in the case of
Delbourgo v- The Inland Revenue Deparnent.n The petitioners were a share com-
pany and three members of the company. The Inland Revenue Department, in as-
sessing the income tax of the company, had ordered the three members to produce
the pass books and statements of their private bank accounts. The court held that
the department had no power to make such an order, because the tax being asses-
sed was only that of the company, and "the principle remains that a company has
a completely different legal personality from the individual members or share-
holdert"2

The concept of the legal person is used in many areas other than business
organizations... for example, it is applied to the State and its subdivisions, the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church and associations,0

27. Battles have long ragd as to the natme of Iegal personaity. For a discussion of the -aos
theories, sea R. Potnd, Jurispnideme (St- Paul, MimiL; West, 1959), .ol. 4, pp. 191-261.

2R. High Cr., Addis Aba, 1%1, Civil Case No, 166-53 (unpublished). The case arose before
the Comnerc Code carmt iuto effect, but the raoning of the courC applies as well to
companies formed under the code.

D. It should be noted that Sintc leal persoality is a ernture of the law, the law may in
sortie circumstances disregard or pie through it, particularly where it is used to perpetrate
fraud or other unlawful ac.vitis,.

30. Civ. C., Arts. 394403, 451-459, Different rames are somnethns used-for examp, "'bdy
corporate," "juridicad peTson," artificial pcsons;" or "corporation." Generaly, when then
words are used, the group to which reference is made is deemed by the 4aw. to be a per-
son, capable of having rights and obligations.
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Attributes of the Legal Parson. The following paragraphs discuss some of the
characteristics of legal persons, with reference to business organizations. Any refer-
ence to business organizations does not include joint ventures, of course, since they
do not enjoy legal personality.

Capacity. The extent to which the law permits a person to possess and exercise
rights is called his capacity (The term "rights" when used in this sense indudes
its converse, the incurring of obligations). When the law deprives him of rights or
of the permission to exercise rights for himseX, he is said to have an incapacity.

The disfin on between the enjoyment of rights and their exercise should be
notedi Whe we speak of the capacity of a legsl person, we are only concerned
with its enjoyment of rights. A leg person cannot by irs very nature exercise any
rights by itself; it must act through agents.

Incapacities nornally are imposed for one of two purposes: protection of an
individual against his own indiscretion, as in the case of minors and insane and
infirm persons, and protection of society against a person it distrusts or suspects,
as in the case of criminals legally interdicted and foreignems

According to Article 192 of the Civil Code, a physical person "is capable of
performing all the acts of civil life unless he is declared incapable by the law."
The capacity of a legal person, adds Article 197, is to be regulated by the parti-
cular provisions applicablo to it.

Article 22 of the Commercal Code enables a business organization "to carry
on any trade," subject to legal prohibitions, valid agreements prohibiting competition
and any legil provisions regulating that trade.3 But no law deals with the capacity
of a business organization to engage in activities generally (as trade is only one of
those activities listed in Article 5 of the Commercial Code), to make contracts and
perform other civil acs.

Iv this situation, the general rule provided for physical persons should be adopt-
ed for business organizations by analogy. A business organization should be capable
of performing all the acts of cvil life consistent with its nature unless declared
incapable by law. It is a sound rule, since one to the contrary, by making the
existence of capacty depend on specific laws or the content of the memorandum of
association, would create uncertainty and inhibit commercial activity. Specific
incapacities if desired can always be created by law, as they axe in the case of
physical persons. This is the basic rule regarding associations. "An association may
perform all civil acts which are consistent with its nature."33

31. Sec geeraily, Civ C-, Arts. 192-393.
32. The FAgish phrase in Article 22, "subject to sucb prohibitions or lawful mrictions regad-

ing ua(air competition as may be presribed" is slightly inaccurate. The French and Ambaric
speak o legal proibitions and lgiime agre=ents probibiting competition. The rypicl unfair
comp-tition agreements of this nature are govened by Comn. C, Arts. 3% 15. 159, and
Civ, Arts, 2589-2592.

33, civ, C., Art 454(1). This also is the generat rule for business organizations in France. Q.
Ripen, TraiM dnmealre & detwt commercial (5th ed. by IL Roblot, Paris, LOD, 1963-64),
voL 1, no. 680. For a description of a more restriciw rle and the problems it creates,
see . Escarra, "Some Points of Comparison Between the Companies Act., 1948, and the Frenach
Law of Companiest Camhrdg Li., vot. 11 (953), p. 24; Grat BrMan, Board of Trti,
Report of tMe Cpamy Law Camnu et (GOnd. 1749) (London. HMSO. 1962), w. 0-13.
See also Ghana Commison of Enquiry into the Woildng and Admisuation of, the Prest
CoMPany Law of Ghana, Fina RPAr (AM, Goveret PrinMt. 1961- pp. 36.L 4h 42.
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Assuming this is the general nile, a business organization has the capacity to
make contracts, to sue and be sued to receive gifts, and generally to perform any
civil act, subject to physical limtations imposed by its abstract nature and to rest-
rictions imposed by Iaw.

Naturally, a business organization, liko any legal person, cannot do the things
physical persons can do which depend on the human nature of the physcal person.
On the other hand, it is not subject to incapacities which depend on human cha-
racteristics of physical persons; for example, those based on minority, insanity, and
infirmity.

Rights mud Liabilities Many attributes are directly oanected with the capacity
of a legal person to enjoy rights. These include, particularly with regard to _busines
organizations, the following:1

(a) The organization may sue or be sued.

(b) The property of the organization is not available to satisfy judgments
against its members on their personal debts. A personal creditor of a member who
obtains a judgment against him may not have it executed on the property belon-
ging to the organization, even if the property was contributed to the organization
by that member. The member is not the owner of such property, either alone
or jointly. On the other hand, the personal creditor may proceed against the mem-
bership interest of the member. If a creditor obtains a judgment against the orga-
nization, he may have that judgment executed on property belonging to the
organization. He may proceed against property belonging to an individual member
only if that member does not enjoy limited liability for the debts of the orga-
nization, and he may be required to satisfy his judgment from the property
belonging to the Prgp-nization. A personal creditor of a member who obtains a
judgment against the member may not have it executed on the property belonging
to the organization, even if the property was contributed to the organization by
that member. The member is not the owner of such property, either alone or
jointly. On the other hand, the judgment of the personal creditor may be executed
on the -membership interest of the member.

(6) There is no set-off between debts owed to third parties by the organization
and debts owed by third parties to individual members (or in the converse situa-
tion).

(d) When a member dies, his heirs inherit no rights of ownership over the
property belonging to the organization. Their rights only involve the membership
interest of the decased. Depending on the type of organization and the provisions
of the memorandum of association, they might inherit the membership interest or
be paid its value by the organization. Even if the organization is dissolved upon a
member's death, the heirs do not inherit its property; they are paid the value of
the proportionate share of the deceased member just as if dissolution occurred while
the member lived. An important result of this is that if the law or the memoran-
dum of association so provides, an organization may have a "life" which survives
that of. its members.

34. See. (, Ripeni cited abov at naote 33 no. 679
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(e) A business organization may be put into bankruptcy or employ a scheme
of arrangement."

(f) The business organization is primarily liable to pay the taxes on its pro-
perty, income and taxable activities.

Representation and Civil Liability Since a legal person cannot act by itself,
Article 216 of the Commercial Code provides that "a business organization shall
acquire rights and incur liabilities by its agents in accordance with the provisions
relating to agency." Title XIV of the Civil Code contains the general rules of
agency irt Ethiopia. Particulax rules regarding businrc s organzations are provided in
the parts of the Commercial Code dealig with each organization. These rules deal
chiefly with managers. Each organization has one or more managers, wb baive
general powers to represent the organization. In share companies, the management
function is split between a board of dirccu.ors and a general manager. Articles 28-62
of the Commercial Code, which contain particular rules dealing with commercial
employees, managers of traders, commercial travellers and representatives, commer-
cial agents, commercial brokers and connuission agents, also apply to busine;s or-
ganizations. except to the extent they are expressly or imphedly modified by the
provisions on business organizations.

In general pursuant to the rules of age-icy, a business organization is bound by
any contracts or other act made in its name by an agent acting within the scope
of his powers.17 it may also be bound in certain other circumstances; for example,
in a general partnership, when a manager acts ip his own name but for the benefit
of the partnership.38

A business organization is subject to extra-contractual liability when one of its
agents or employees incurs a liability in the discharge of his duties. In such a
case, the organization and the agent or employee am jointly and severally liable."
The organization will not be liable if the person who incurs the liability is not
subject to its control or is deemed to have retained his independence. The liability
is presumed to have occvured in the discharge of duties if the damage is caused at
the place where or during the time when the agent or employee is normally emp-
loyed; this preamption is rebuttable by evidence to the contrary40

Penal Lliabllity. It is unclear whether a legal person is subject to penal liability,
in the absence of an express provision making it liabtj 4  Doubt as to liability

35. Comm. C., Art. 9W(1). But scc note 23 above and accompanying text.
34. Comm. C., Art. 3.
37. Comm. C., Art. 216(1); Qlv. C. Art. 2189). See W. Chirch, "A Commentary on the Law

of Aogy-Reprsntation in Ethiopi" J. Ert. L.. vol. 3 (1966), p. 303.
38. Comm. C., Art. 290(2).
39. The Enstish veiioa of Cv. C., Art. 213(2) Says Ljoijly liable." The PFrnch and Amiharit

arc mere accurately translated as "jointly and severally liable." The distinction a"d its impoc;
tae s discossed in W. Church, cited above at note 37, p. 315.

40. Civ. C-, Arts, 2129-2134, 2136.
41. 7. Graven, An hr rod(on to Et ioWian Pend Law (Addis Ababa, Haile Sellassie I Univ..

Faculty of Law, 196) p. 58.
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arises froci at least four sources. First, being withbut Wnind or limbs, a lega person
cannot have the intent or negiignce in action which must exist for. a Oerson robe

ty of a crimze.9 Second, there, is no provision in the Penal Code similar to
e 2129 of the Civil Codr, which :makes legal persons civilly liable for the

s .of their agents and employees. Third, Article 689 of' the Penal Code states
that if an economic or commercial offense defined in Article 671-US is conimilted
in the managenmet of a body corporate, punishment is imposed on the managers,
6gents, mmbers, directors, auditors or liquidators who committed the offense. 3

Fourh, punishments such as death and restriction of liberty cannot bo imposed
o a legal person. Yet a punishment such as a fine can. be imposed on. a legal
person. And restricting liability to physical persons would ignore the reality that the
facilities of an organization may be used in, or benefit from, the perpetration of a
crime; punishing the organization may -be the best way to deter the crime. .

The Penal Code does provide that a court may order closed or suspended
any "undertaking or establirshmeat" used to commit or further the commission of an
offense wli ch endaners public secunty.4 -If the offender has been punished with
sentence of tigorous imprisonment exceeding one year, the undertaking or establish-
ment may be .dissolved and wound up.45 Since legal persons engage iti undrtakimg
and. have establishments, these a-toles in effect impose liability on tbcm. But they
ao not completely solc. the problem of liability of legal persons, In the first place,
My only contemplate Cyimes -Where a natural person is also. liablL :Article 147

expressly provides that it applies in addition to the penalty imposed on the offen-
der. In the second place, closing the undertaking may be ordered oily after crimes
endangering public security. Finally, an order under Arti&e 147 is a drastic remedy,
even if limited in time and place. In many situations, a fine may be more ap-
propriate.-

Whatever the canso in gemeral, a legal person may be deemed to have commlt-
ted a crime where exprqgly so stated Oly one Penal Code provision appears to
do this." Article 576 providel for the levying of a fine on a legal person com-
mitting an offense against honor or reputation. Closing or dissolution under Axtide
147 may also be ordered, and the officers and other natural persons who com-
wiled the offense may be punished as well

Name. A legal person suAlly has a name. The name of a business organiza-
tion is chosen by the members, subject to any legal requirements. There are no
specfic requirements for the name of an ordinary partership. The name of any
the other types of business organization must contain the vype of organization it
is - "Gdeneral Fatnership/f "Share Company," etc. In addition, the name of a
gmeral partnership mu=t consist of the names of at least two partners and the
name of a limited partnership may only consist of t pnames of general partners.
The names of a share company and private limited company may be freely chosen;

42. Pen C., Arts. 23, 57.
43. This sso applies to ,petty offenes. Pen, C., At 820.
44. Ptn. C., Art. 147. The scpe M of'enes for which em order may bo mad under Article

147 is vague. However, sone provisions, such as Ankle 629, exprss3 pnvlde fr its appli-
cation. Some cthers, such as Article 364, provide fr tIe punishment Of -dosng Or suspftuion
without mcnioning Artidce 147.

45. Pen C. ArtS. 147, 14&
46. P. Graven, citd above at note 41. p. 5..
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for example, with the names of one or more members, a term of fantasy, an
indication of the purpose of the business, or a combination of these47

Article 305 of the Commercial Code prohibits the choice of a -hare company
name which offends public policy or the rights of third parties. This is the only
place a speci fi requirement of this nature is established, but the principle -would
5tM applicable to every business organization. In-sofar as public policy is concern-
ed, it is embodied in Article 2030 of the Civl Code, whioh prohibits anyone from
acting in a manner which offends morality or public order.

Various provisions deal with specific rights of third parties, or wrongs which
may be done by the use of a name. In general, a name may not be chosen for
a business organization which would tend to create confusion among customers with
the name of a compcting business organization or trader. IC such a name is ,chosen,
the rules concerning unfair competition would apply.A In this sense,. the name of
a business organization is like a trade namo, which is the "name under which a
[trader] operates his busines and which cleary designates the business."4

A physical person may not use his own name in the name of a business
organization connected with his occupation if it has "the object or effect of causing
prejudice, by means of a harmful confusion, to the credit or to the reputation of
a third person." The offender is subject to an action in unfair competition or
defamation?0 A business organization may not usurp the name of any physical
person in such manner that he suffers harm therebyYs5

Head Office. The place of its head office ha consquences for the legal person
similar to those of domicile for the physical person. The term "head office" is not
defined in the codes. In French law, it means the place where the principal organs
of administration and management of the organization are found."

The location of the head office is important in procdural matters, particularly
insofar as court jurisdiction and service of process are concerned." It also is in-
portant in matters related to nationality.

Nationality. Ono may hear business organizations, particularly share companies,
referred to as "Ethiopian' or "foreign." In a way, it is inaccurate to speak of
nationality in this situation, since a legal person cannot feel the sense of allegiance
and does not enjoy certain rights of citizenship (such as the right to vote) which
are usually connected with nationality. But some laws do speak of legal persons or
business organizations which are "foreign" or have "nationality," and the rights and
obligations of an organization may be different if it is connected in some way
with a foreign country. Particularly imporant are the laws governing the formation

47. Comm. C, Arts. 281(1), 297(2), 305, 514,
48. Comm. C., Art. 133(2) (a).
49. Comm. C., Art. 135, 137(2), 132(2). See also Civ. C., Art. 2037, and Pen. C., Art. 673,.

dealig with cvil and penal unfair competition.
50. Civ. C., Art. 45.
51. Cirv. C., Art. 46.
52. G. Ripest. cited above at note 33. no. 676; L. Bcckcr, "Thy Sudi6t6 Aoinyrm and th

Socit & RxSPOnSaiffit6 Limrt£n- in Framce." New York Uni.. L. Rev., vol,. 38 (1963). p 842.
53. Sep, for eaample, Civ. Pro. C-, Arts, 22, 97; Comm, C-, Art. 216(3).
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and operation of a business organization, the nght generally to carry on actiities
in Ethiopia and specific.rights reserved to Ethiopan citizosY

In principle, a legal person with its head office in a foreign oouhtry has such
nationality as is giiien to it by-the laws of that country." It follows that a legal
'prson with its head office in Ethiopia is of Ethiopian nationality, although no law
expremly so provides. This abstract principle is limited by concrete rules concerning
the enjoyment of rights in Ethiopia- of legal persons in .general and the formation
and operation of business orgaizations in partioularA6 To summarize: Insofar as
the formation and opetation of a business organization and its enjoyment of rights
in Ethiopiaare conearned, three factors are taken into account: the location of its
head office, the place of its principal object of business and the country under
-whose law it. is formed. A business organization with its head office in Ethiopia is
subject to Ethiopian Jaw with respect to its formation and operation. An 'organiza-
tion with its. head ofice abroad is subject to Ethiopian law if it is formed, in ac-
cordance with Ethiopian law or if its principal object of business is in Ethiopia-

An organization formed abroad (and, presumably, with its head office and principal
Object of business abroad) must register in Ethiopia and is subject to Ethipian
lkw with respect to, its Ethiopian offce=s 5  Wherever its head office is, a busiaess
organization is defined as "foreign" under the Business Enterprises Registration
Proclamatioha if it is "organized or existing under" -the law of another country.
Such organizations are required to register before engaging in activities in.Ethiopia,
,with somewhat different requirements from those imposed on "domestie" organiza
tions. In addition to the factors mentioned above, the existence of foreign interests
(for example, in membership or management) may be taken into account by special
laws.

54. For brief dscssions of natonality, see H., 1. and J. Mazeaud, Learn de droit civil (3d
ed, Paris, Editions Montchrestien, 1963), vol 1. no. 617; E Church, Buskwss Assmieom
wider FTrm h Law (London, Sweet & Maxwell 1960), no. 677. As to the capacity of fml-

gners to join Ethiopian business organizations, see notes 100-107 and ao=zmnylng tet
below.

55. ay C. Art. 547(2).

56. C v. C, Arts. 545-549; Comm. C., Arts. 555-560. Thesc artiles are substautialy more de-
tailed than the summary in the text

57. Comm. C., Art. 455, states in the English Version that firms incorporated abroad am subject
to the Code if their head office or princpal plae of business is in Ethiopia, The Frena
and Arnharic speak of the principal purpos of the busiess. nt the place. garing the
capacity of foreioncks to join Ethiopian business orAizations, tee totes 100-07 blow and
accomparying toxt.

59. Articlcs 545-549 of the Ci Codo requhE "bodi-s corporat" with tbeir head offices abroad
to obtain the approval of the Ministry of Intedor before eonaging In any activities In Etlio-
pin. Once such approval is obtained, it enjoys civil rights as if it were of Ethiopan nationa-
lity, except that the6 Ministry of lntrtior may impos restrictions on its activities and it can-
not own ipmnovable property In Ethiopia withoat an imperIa Order. It is unclear whether
these prmisks apply,,t* buaines organatis Busine organizations arwe bodies corporate,
and the Commerial Cbde contains no provions dealing with such matters as ownership
of immovable property by foreigners. On the other hand, Civ. C, Art. 405(1), provides that
business organizations are generally subject to the Commerci Code, and that code does
not speak of such approval. Also, foreign busiess organizations doing business in Ethiopia
are required to register with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, pursuant to the Busi-
ness Enterpriss Registration Proclamation.see note 59 below) and Comm C, Art 556, 559.

S9. Art. I(A), Proc. No. 184 of,1961, Neg. Oa&., yqar 21:, no. 3.
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iated Labl . Suppose a business organization incuis a contractual or extra-
contractual obligation, and the organization does not have sufficient funds to per-
form its obligation. May the members be made to fulfill it?

In some business organizations, th members may be held liable for a debt
of the organization, if the organization fails to pay the debt itself. This is true for
all members of the general partnership, for the general partners in a limited part-
nership and normally (but not necessarily) for all members of an ordinary part-
nership. In other business organizations, the members are not liable. Creditors may
sue the organmization and seek payment from the assets of the organization. The
members may be made to pay the organization any amount of their contributions
remaining unpaid, but they may not be asked to pay more. The liability of the
members for debts of the organization is limited to the amount of their contribu-
tions. They are said to have limited liaility. This is true for all members in a
share company and private limited company and for the limited partnters in a limited
partnership.

Limited liability is a great advantage to a businessman. He may operate his
business without the fear of losing al1 his persona] property if the business fails.
In surch a case, he wil lose oi-.y wwh-t he ontributed to the business organization.
It also makes it easier for him to obtain more money to run the business, by
obtaining new members who make con.r.butions. Such new members may not be
willing to invest their money if they. tLemselves will become liable (or debts of the
business.

Limited liability contains obvious dangers for creditors of business organizations
and the law contains a variety of provisions to protect them. Organizations in which
the members enjoy limited liability eithe: must have. a specified minimur capical
(share companies and private limited com-panies) or must h ,ve at least one member
without limited liability (limited portncr-ship) - The share company if subject to a large
number of rules imposed for rhe trotection of creditors, such as limitation on distri.
bution. of corporate assets to shareholders. The private limited company has -fewer
such rules, but may find it more difficult to obtain credit without the pezsonal
g';rantee of one or more members.

Capital. The concept of capital plays a large role in the law of business
organizations, particularly those with limited liability. Its ramificationps are complex
and reqi-re greater discussion, but a brief explanation is appropriate here.6 -

Article 80(1) of the Commercial Code defines capital as "the original value of
the elements put at the diposal of the undertaking by the . . partners b way
of contributions in cash or in kind.' Every business organization is formed with
contributions..Each member must transfer to the organization something of value, be
it money, land, other corporeal or incorporeal property, or services. For example,
assume five men wish to form a business organization with cash contributions. kThey
draw -up the necessary documents, complete whatever registration and publicity is
necessary, and transfer the money to the organization. The money Mll usuay be
put in a bank account in the name of the organization. Assume each .m mber

60. Regarding the wi'mning ofcaital. s= 0. Ripert, cited abDvr at note 33, m1. 718; J. E n
Ccur de droir czommrcia (Noavrle rd.; P4=i, Sirey, 1952) no ;514. .. , I
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contributed Eth.$10,000. The organization will have in the bank on the day it is
formed Eth.$50,000. This is its capital.

What if only four members contributed money and the fifth contributed land
worth Etf.$ 0,000? The same result occwrs. The total value of the contributions of
the members is Eth.$50,000. The capital of the organization is Eth. S 50,000.

Certain parts of the defintion of capital should be noted. First, when we speak
of capital, we do not speak of cash or property as such, but of its value. The
capital of an organiztion is the same whether it is made up of Eth. $ 50,000 in cash,
or Eth. S 50,000 in land, or Eth. $50,000 in a combination of things. Likewise, it
makes no difference if property originally contributed by a member is sold by the
organization. The capital rmains the same-in the above example, Eth.$50,000.
Second, in the case of property which fluctuates in value, the calculation of capital
is made on the basis of the value when contributed to the organizationm This is
called its "original value." For example, say we wish to calculate the capital of an
organization formed one year ago, in which one of the contributions was land,
That land was worth Eth.$I0,000 when the organization was formed, and Eth.$12,000
today. The calculation of the capital is made on the basis of land worth Eth.$1,000,
its value when contributed. Third, only contributions in cash or kind (property,
debts, etc.) are taken into account in calculating capital. In the ordinary, general
and limited partnerships the contribution may be made in the form of services to be
rendemd to the organization.," But such contributions do not form part of the
capital. Only contributions in cash or kind do.

The capital must be distinguished from the assets of the organization. The
term "assets" normally means the value of all the cash, corporeal and incorporeal
property and rights which the organization, in a general sense, "owns." (The term
is defined more technically in Articles 74-85 of the Code.) The capital may be
more or less than the assets. Say the organization begins with a capital of Eth$50,00
and that this also is its beginning assets. Assume that after the first year of ope-
ration, the organization has a net profit of EthoS2,000. That money or the property
purchascd with it is part of its assets, which would now be Eth.$52,000. But it is
not part of its caphal, since capital only represents the value of contributions by
the members. That value remains Eth.S50,000. On the other hand, if' there was a
net loss of Eth. $2,000, the assets would only be Eth $48,000; but again the capital
would remain Eth,$50,000.

The capital of an organization may be increased during its life time by addi-
tional contributions by the members. In certain circumstances it may be increased
or reduced by other means. This is particulary important with regard to share
companies, for which specific rulcs are provided in this regard.

The capital of an organization is deemed to be a general security for the
payment of the debts of the organization. No legal provision expressly states this.
It is reflected in two ty" s of rules. The first is that which prohibits fictitious divi-
dends. Generally speaking, a fictitious dividend is a distribution by the organization
to the members of money or other property which does not repreent profits from
the operation ot the organization. ft is called "fictitious" because dividends normally
should only be paid out of profits. The second kind of rule is that which onables

61. Comm.. C.. Arts. 229(1), 295. 303.
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creditors or liquidators of the organization to require members to pay up any
amount of their contributions remaining unpaid.

Any money or property distributed by aa organization to its members reduces
the amount of its assets available to pay its editors. But the law cannot require
all the assets of the organization to be reserved for creditors. The reason people
form an organization is to make profits. They. would not form one if they could
not receive distributions of the profits made by the organization. Therefore, a com-
promise is reached. Genuine profits may be distributed. But an amount of money
or property equal to the capital must be retained by the organization and not be
distributcd to the members while the organization is in existence (of course, the
organizatiort ray lose the money or property equivalent to its capital as a result
of normal busiricss operations. This is a risk of the business which must be accepted
by members and creditors alike).

The principle is extremely important in the orgartization in which all the members
have limited liability: the share company and private imited company. The property
of the organization is the only place a creditor may look to satisfy an unpaid
debt of the organization. Complex rules are provided for these organizations concern-
ing distributions of dividends to mnmbers Additional rules are provided enabling
creditors or liquidators to maintain actions to require a member who has not
yet fully paid in his contribution to the organization to do so.6

If the members do not have limited liability, the principle is not very important
sr,nce an unpaid creditor can always sue the members. This is true, for example,
of the members of a general partnership and the general partners in a limited
partnership. Even here, however, the principle is given some recognition in Article 294,
which enables an action by a creditor to be brought directly against the members
without the necessity for a demand on the partnership if it is an action to force
the members to repay fictitious dividends to the partnership. Normally, a creditor
must make a demand against the partnership before proceeding against a member
for an unpaid debt of the partnership.

The principle aiso has some importance for the limited partners in the limited
partnership. They may be complelled by a creditor of the firm to pay their contri-
butions if not yet fully paid in- They also may be required to repay fictitious
dividends, unless accepted by them in good faith after approval of the partnerships'
balance sheet!5

4. The Partnership Agreement.

At the heart of every business organization is a partnership agreement, which
is a contract.." This means:

(1) A business organization is not created unless the parties have a contract
which fulfills the elements of the definition of the partnership agreement in Article
211. Even a grouping "formed with a view to securing or sharing profits," which,
under Axtce 405 of the Civil Code, is subject to the provisions of the Commercial

62. See Comm. C., Arts. 452, 456.459, 499(4), 501, 540, 541. 1162.
63. Com, C., Arts. 294. 301, 303.
64- Comm. C-, Arts, 210(l), 211L
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Code relating to business organizations, is not a business organization unless it is
formed out of a valid partnership agreement.'

(2) The rules of the Cornmercal Code dealing with the partnership agreement
are special applications of the general rules of contract set out in Title X1I of the
Civil Code.

As suggested above, the rules of contract are much more important in partner.
ships, joint ventures and private limited companies than in share companies. The
rules governing the formation, operation and dissolution of a general partnership
are more related to the general rules of contract than are the rules governing the
formation, operation and dissolution of a share company, particularly a company
with many members. For example, in a share company of one hundred members.
it is difficult thinking of the individual shareholder as a party to the fundamental
contract of the organization. He probably became a member by subscribiig to an
offer to sell shares by the founders of the organization or by buying someone else's
shares, and his rights are governed much more by the provisions of law concerning
share companies than by the fundamental contract. Yet even in a share company,
there must be a partnership agreement at its base, and the agreement performs many
of the same functions which are performed by the agreement at the heart of any
other organization.

Several provisions of the Commercial Code speak of a "memorandum of as-
sociation?- The terms "memorandum of association" and "partnership agreement"
refer to the same thing: the fundamnental contract at the heart of a business or-
ganization. There is no substantive distinction. One does not make a separate part-
nership agreement and memorandum of association when creating a business org-ani.
zation- The term "emoradum of association" is used by the code in reference to
the fundamental contract underlying any business organization other t'an an ordi-
nary partnership. 6 The term "partnership agreement" is used in two ways: in
reference to the basic contract underlying an ordinary partnership and in reference
generally to the contract at the heart of any business organization.

Some provisions of the Commercial Code speak of "articles of association,"
The Code uses this term to denote the detailed regulations governing the operation
of a share company or private limited company. The articles of association are
drawn up in essentially the same manner as the memorandum of association, and
are deemed to form part of the memorandum of assoeiation.

Xlements of the Partnership Agreement

Aocording to Article 211:

A partnership agreement is a contract whereby two or more persons who

65. But see P. McCathy, iDe Facto and Customary Patership in Ethiopian Law" J. E-h. L,
vol. 5 (1965), p. 105-

66. Comm. C., Arts- 275(4), 2S4, 29S, 313, 517. It also denotes the basic contract of a civil
association. Civ. C., Art. 408-

67. Comm. C, Arts. 211, 233, Artles 21(2) and 224 speak only of the memorandum of asso-
cation as the contract to be dcposited in the commercial Icltry:. but this is probably be-
causc only commercial blsiness organizations, " of which havc mcmoraadum of association,
were originally intcndcd to by subject to thc rcgistratiom rcquircrncrt, Se note 23 above
and axompanying text.

68. Comm. C., Arts. 314, 518.
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intend to join together and to cooperate undertake to bring together cont-
ributions for the purpose of carrying out activities of an economic nature and
of participating in the profits and losses arising out thereof, if any.

The elements of this definition are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Two or More Persons. At least two persons must be parties to a partnership
agreement. This is true for all business orgamizations except the share company,
for which there must be at least five.6

The minimum requirement of two persons means that one person cannot
form a business organization by himself. The idea of a one-man organization may
seem illogical anyway, but some advantages of organizations with legal personality
may be very desirable to the individual businessman. This is particularly true of
limited liability and the ability of the business to survive his death.70 In order for
a businossman, to obtain these benefits, he must secure at least one associate. A
businessman might obtain an associate only to fulfill the minimum. membership
requirement, with the associate taking little part in the operation of the business.
However, if the organization formed is one in which the primary businessman has
limited liability, he must be cautious. If he operates the organization as if it were
his own, without due regard for the appropriate operational rules, and if the orga-
nization goes bankrupt he may lose the benefit of limited liability.7'

There is no limit on the number of persons who may be members of a business
organization, except in the private limited company where the number or members
may not exceed fiftty2. As a practical mnattcr, the number of members in a partner-
ship or joint vonture will normally be small, because of the close personal relation-
ship involved. On the other hand, the number of members of a share company
may be huge.

Intent to Join Together and Cooperate. In order for a contract to be a valid
partnership agreement, the parties to it must have intended "'to join togetheer and
to cooptrate." In a sense, this means that they intend to form business organiza-
tion. More specifically, however, they must have a community of interest and an

69- Com. C.. Art. 307(1).
70- Simnce a business is a type of incofporeal property which may be sold and. presumably,

irierited, it may appear that there is no need to create a buineuss or anization in order
that the business will survie the traler's death. A business orr anizattnn has certain advant-
ages in this regard that the business alone does not, however. For example, EL trader may
fear that when he dict, the parts of the business may be sold separately without taking the
goodwill into amount. This is particularly a danger if persons inexperienced in commercial
affairs are handling the sucecesiOn- The goodwill may be destroyed, resulting in a smaller
amount of proceeds going to the heirs and the loss to the economy of the value of the
goodwill. This may also happen if the business is opeted by a business organization, but
is less likely. Since there must be at least two mnembezr of a business organization, the other
is there even if the organization is dissolved at the dath of one to be sure the value of
the business is protected. Arrangements may be made in the partnorship agreement to assure
that the organzation contiaues even if on- meb:r dies, his share perhaps being taken by
an heir. (This will automaticallv occur in a share Company and private limited company
even if no provision is made for it in the partnership agremcnt.) Sec Ghana. Commission
of Enquiry, cited above at note 33, p. 7; LC.B. Gower, LCompany Law Reform," Malaya
L, Rev., vol. 4 (1962), p. 39.

71. Conm. C., Arts. 531, 1160.
72. Comm. C.. Art, 510(2).
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intent to collaborate on aM equal footing." This is normally reflected in their right
of control which each party has over the operation of the organization-

The collaboration intended by the parties need not be active in the sense that
they all intend to work in or for the business organization. This would not account
for those limited pertners of a limited partnership or shareholders of a share corn-
pany or private limited company who become members only for the purpose of
investing money. Also, the collaboration need not be equal in an absolute sense,
since that would not account for legitimate schemes of contro in some organiza-
lions, particularly share companies, wherein different groups of members have dif-
ferent rights. It must be equal, subject to regimes of control permitted by law.

The requirement exists chiefly because of its aid in distinguishing contracts which
contain the other elements of the partnership agreement?' Examples are the contract
of employment in which the employee is paid a share of the profits, if any, and
not a fixed salary or wage; the contract of loan in which the lender is paid a
share of the profiLS, if any, rather than a fixed amount of interest; and the cont-
ract of sale of a business in which the seliler agrees to take a share of the future
profits of the business, if any, instead of a fixed sum. Missing from these contracts
is the intent to join together and to cooperate. The employee is subject to the
control of the employer in making decisions affecting the business. The lender and
the seller of the busine5s usually take no part in the operation of the business.

Contributions. In order to have a valid partnership agreement, each party must
undertake to make a contribution to the business organization- Contributions ae
those things put at the disposal of the organization for its use in carrying out its
activities, in return for which the contributor receives a membership interest in the
organization. Each contribtaion must be something of value. In the case of any
business organization other than a share company and private limited company, the
contribution may consist of cash, kind or services7 5 Contributions to a share
company or private limited company may only be in cash or kind.76

Contributions in kind are contributions of corporeal or incorporeal property,
including debts owed to the contributor, or the use of property. Examples are
immovable property, movable property, rights of literary or artistic ownership, indust-
rial property (trademarks, patents, designs or models), a business, lease of movable
or immovable property, etc. The Code contains special rules governing the transfer
of such property to the organization. See, for example Arts. 229-232 (contributions
to ordinary, general and limited partnersihps) and Arts. 206-209 (contribution of a
business to any business organization).

The value of each contribution in kind is as agreed upon by the parties and
written in the partnership agreement. In the share company and private limited
company, where all members have limited liability, creditors of the organization

73. See G. RiPert, cited abovc at note 33, nos. 700, 701; J. Escarra, cited above at note 60,
nos. 5W06-512.

74- See the discussion on thi5 point of the Commission of Reform of the French Commercial
Code: Traaux de la Commisswin de Rdforme dv Code de Commerce et A droll des socMtJs
(Paris, LGDJ, 1950-58), vol. 2, pp. 393, 394; also, the discussion of the sub-commission
vol. 2, p. 114.

75. Comm. C, Arts- 229, 271, 295, 303.
76. Comm. C., Arts 206, 312, 338, 339, 512.
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need additional protection to assure that the value of the contributions in kind is
reasonably accurate. This protection is also needed by shareholders in a share
company formed by public subscription, since they way not have easy personal
access to the property or its contributor. In the case of a contribution in kind to
a share company, the Code provides a special procedure for evaluation.7 In a
private limited company, all the members of the organization are guarantors to
third persons of the valuation fixed in the partnrship agreement?

The person who contributes his services or skill works for the organization, but
is not paid a fixed salary or wage for the services Eke contributes. Instead, he
receives a share in the proflts He is more than an "employee,t t since he has rights
of control over the organization employees do not have.

Contribution in cash or kind are owned by ther business organization, unless
the organization does not have legal personality or only the use of the property
is contributdL In the case of a joint venture, each partner owns his own contri-
bution unless otherwise provided?' (Provisions "otherwise" would include joint
ownership by the members or ownership by the manager of the joint venture.)

Purpose: Economic Aetdldes. The parties to a valid partnership agreement
must intend to carry out "activities of an economic nature". This phrase is quite
broad and would seem to cover almost any activity which is or might be profit-
able. The activities which the parties to a partnership agreement intend the organi
zation to carry out constitute the business purposes of the organization. Generally,
a business organization may have as its purpose any activity which is possible of
achievement and which is not unlawful or immoral.i0

urpose; Profits and Losses. The parties to the agreement must also intend to
participate in profits and losses, if any Of course, when the agrement is being
formed, the parties usumly think only of profits, not losses. By an intent to share
losses, the Code really requires an intent to share the risks of the enterpriseYm

The shares of the members in profits and losses need not be equal. There may
be inequality not only between members, but also between one member's share in
the profits and his share in the losses. However, the partnership agreement may
not award all the prospective profits to one partner, or relieve one or more partners
of their share in the losses. Any stipulation in the agreement providing for this is
null and voidY2

Geoeral Contract Requirements. As a contract the partnership agreement is
subject to the general provisions of Title X1I of the Civil Code. Insofar as forma-
tion of the contract is concerned, this means that the parties to it must be capable
of contracting and give their consent free of defects, that the object of the contract
is sufficiently defined and is possible and lawful, and that the contract is made

77. Comm. C., Art. 315.
78. Comm C.. Art. 519.
79. Comme C.. Art. 273.
SO. See Comm. C., Art. 217(2); Civ. C,, Arts. 1718 1S06(2) 1809; notes 109-113 betow and

accompanying text.
81. Travaux, cited above at note 74, vol. 7, p. 8.
82. Comm. C., Art. 215.
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in the form prescribed .by law. The following sections describe these elements, insofar
as special problems may be posed concering business organizations.

Paties and Capadty. In general, the following persons may not enter into
contracts: minors, notoriously insane persons, persons with notorious infirmities
affecting their ability to consent, persons judicially interdicted and persons interdicted
by law. A contract made by such a person is null and void. However, this nuity
may only be declared by a court at the request of the incapable person or his
representative or heirs. (A contract made by a person interdicted by law may be
invalidated at the request of the incapable, Ibe other contracting party or the
public prosecutor.)A'

These incapacities deprive the persons concerned of the right to make contracts
or thmselves, but not the right to have contrac made in their names by their
repres*ntatives. Thus, the tutor of an incapable may enter into a contract in the
name of the incapable. If the tutor has acted within the scope of his powers, the
contract will not be affected by the incapacity of the person in whose name it
was made.4

The validity of a patnership agreement is affected by the incapacity of a
party to it in the same manner as any other contract The Commercial Code adds
some rules. These aise out of the provisions of the Code prohibiting incapables
from becoming traders. The provisions dealing with the incapacity to become a trader
also apply to the incapacity o become a member of a business organization in
which one has the status of a trader. A general partner in a commercial general
partnership or commercial limited partnership is deemed to be a traderY3 The
manager of a commercial joint venture also would have the status of a trader.

Article II is the first article in the chapter of the Code dealing with the pro-
blem It does nothing more than re-state the basic rules stated above: a person
incapable under the Civil Code may not carry on a trade; if he does, any of his
set, presumably, related to the trade may be invalidated pursuant to the provisions
of the Civil Code described at the beginning of this section.

Article 12 prohibits the tutor of a minor or interdicted person from carrying
on a trade in the name and on behalf of the minor or interdicted person, except
in the cases provided in Article 288 of the Cvil Code. This would prohibit the
tutor from entering, in the name of a minor or interdicted person, a business
organization which would make the minor or interdicted person a trader. Under
Article 288 of the Civil Code, a tutor may carry on commercial, industrial or
other enterprises forming part of the estate of the incapable if be is so instructed
by the family council. The family council must instruct him whether to carry on
the enterprise or to liquidate it, taking into acunt the time for which the tutor-
ship is to last, the abilities and potentialities of the tutor and the interests of the
incapable. It seems clear from this article that the family council may not author-
ize a tutor to enter into a trade (and, therefore, a partnership agreement whereby
the inapable will become a trader). It may only authorise him to retain or to
liquidate a trade already part of the estate of the incapable. For example, in the

83. Ckv. C. Ats, 199(3k 313-319, 343-349, 373. 381. 387. 180.
84. Ov. C, Arts. 319, 358, 381.
85. Comm. C., Arts 2M2), 300.
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case of membership in a business organization a trade might become part of the
estate of an incapable if: a general partner in a commercial partnership dies, the
partnership agreement provides that his- son shall take his place and his son is a
minor. Also, Article 288 specifies that the authorization of the family counci is
required where the tutor is "not the father or mother of the child.t " If the tutor
is the father or mother, it would appear that he has complete authority to retain
or liqudate enterprises forming part of the estate of the incapable. However, it
would seem that the prohibtion against entering into a new enterprise would apply
to a tutor who is the mother or father as well as to one who is not, although
this is less clear. A tutor who enters into a partnership agreement in violation of
these provisions exceeds his power.

Article 13 adds a restriction to the normal rules concerning emancipated minors.
It prohibits an emancipated minor from carrying on a trade unless authorized to
do so in writing by the family council. This added restriction prohibits an einanci-
pated minor without such written authorization from becoming a party to a part-
nership agreement forming a business organization whereby he becomes a trader.
Any partnership agreement to which an emancipated minor becomes a party without
the necessary authorization is subject to the same nullity for incapacity of a party
as if the minor were not emancipated.

The rules concerning incapacity are designed chiefly to protect. the incapable.
This is why generally only the incapable may have his contracts invalidated. How-
ever the security of commercial transactions requires that third parties receive legal
protection against the hazards of dealing with incapables. Articles 14 and 15 of the
Commercial Code give some protection, utilizing the device of the commercial regis-
try. Under Article 14, if a minor who carries on a trade has himself entered in
the commevial rgister as though hc were of age, his minority does not affct
third parties. Thus, the minor may not have his contracts annulled. under these
circumstances. Article 15 contains a similar rule for judicially interdicted persons.
Their incapacity does not affect third persons unless notice of the incapacity is
entered in the commercial registry."

Parties: Husband and Wife. It seems cear that husband and wife may he
members of a business organization as if they were not married. This general
proposition must be modified in two respects, however. First, one spouse may
object "in the interest of the household" to the other spouse becoming a member
of an organization which imposes upon the latter the status of trader. The effect
of this objection is to restrict the liability for the business debts of the trader spouse
to his personal property; normally, such debts are deemed to be of the marriage,
and recoverable against the personal property of each spouse and common property.
(The objection does not prevent the trader spouse from becoming a member of the
organization). An objection is effective against third parties only if entered in the
commercial register. If the trader spouse believes the objection is unjustified, he

96- See Civ. C.. Art. 320.
87, May a third party who is not in good faith (that is, who knows of the incapawity or inter

diction) take advantage of Articles 14 or 15? Thosc articles make dear they are applications
of Article 121, in which only third partie in good faith remain unaffected by fas not
entered in the register. That is in the Fkglish versioa The French version of Article 121
omits the words "in good faith"
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may apply to the family arbitrators to have it set aside; if it is s aside, a noice
to this effect must be -egisteredY

The second respect in which the general proposition concerning spouse must
be modified concerns the situation in which both spouses are parties to the same
partnership agreemet The Civil Code permits spouses, before mariage, to establish
by contrar the personal and pecuniary effects of their marriage. If no "contract
of marriage," as it is called, is made, the code provides rules to govern their
personal and pecuniary relations. During marriage, no contract concerning their
pecuniary relations may be made by the spouses without the approval of the family
arbitrators or a courtA9

If the spouses are paries to the sonmc partnership agreement, the approval of
the contract by the family arbitrators or by a court may be necessary for it to
be valid. Arguably, Article 633 does not cover the partnership agreemezit at all;
or, if it does, only agreements between the two spouses alone or partnership agrTe-
meats forming certain types of business organizations. Such approval should not
be required for any agreement where the relationship between the spouses in the
business organization is not in serious conflict with their relationship under the
marital regime established by the Civil CodeY' The solution to the question is not
without doubt, howeverY'

Parties: Legal Persons. Whether or not a legal person may become a member
of a business organization depends to some extent on what kind of legal person it
is and what kind of business organization it intends to become a member of

In general, nothing prohibits a businm organization from becoming a member
of another business organization.2 An association may not become a general partner
of a commercial general partnership or commercial limited partnership, since it "may
not carry on any trade.'"9 Whether it may become a member of another business
organization depends on whether i thereby acquires as one of its purposes the
making of profits. If it does, it may not become such a member. However, there
would seem to be nothing to prohibit an association from joining a share company
or private ]imTited company as a means of investing extra funds or of acquiring
more funds to carry out its legitimate purposes.

85. Comm. C.. Arts. 16-20, 280(2), 300; Cir. C., Arts. 645, 659.
88- Comm C, Arts. 16-20, 230(2), 300; Ciy. C. Arts. 645, 659.
89- av. C., Arts. 627 632-634.
90. See Civ. C., Arts. 647-661.
91. In France there has been much controversy as to whether two spouses may be members

of the same business orpaization See F. Churd Bsh ss As calmlons under Frenck Law
(London. Svet & Maxwell. 1960). no 62; Travuax, cited above at note 74, Vol. 2, pp.
131-136, 397. vol. 7, pp. 27, , 2*= The maor question has been whether or not the
maxital rcgime is modifie by the partneship arement.

Note that Art. 633,-is someiwhat different in the Ens than in the French version of
the Ethiopian codc. A more aocurate translation of the French would be:

(1) Contrats conoeniug thir pecuniary rdtions made betweem spouses during mawnTi
shall be of no effect xndcr the law, unless they have ben approved by the family
arbitrators or by the court.

(2) Nothig in this Artiol shall affet the ontracts expressly provided in this Code.
92 As to the capaity of bnsos orgsiaiocs and assoiations zgeerally see notes 31-33 above

and aompanyiag ten-
93. Comm C, Art. 25.
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Whether an endowment may become a member of a business organization would
also seem to depend on whether it acquires thereby the purpose of making profits.
In gemeral, the endowment has the same capacity as an association (although no
law expressly prohibits it from carrying on a trade)24 As a practical matter, shares
in share companies and private limited companies can be expected to make up part
of the "property" out of which an endowment is formed. There seems to be no
limitation on whether or not a trust may become a member of a business organi-
zation. Like an endowment, the property out of which a trust is formed may very
well, contain shares in share companies and private limited companies.

As a general rule, the State has the right to enter into a partnership agree-
ment and become a member of a business organization, to the extent that this
is consistent with its natureY5 This is subject to certain limitations, however. First
territorial subdivsions of the State, the Miristrizs of the Imperial Ethiopian Govern-
iment, and pubic administrative authorities and establishments have only such rights
as are "vested in them by the administrarive law." This also is true of the Ethio-
pian Orthodox Church and its dioceses, parishes and monasteres. 6 This means that
the right of these bodies to enter into a partnership agreement and to become a
member of a business organization must be derived from some right graRted by an
administrative law. Presumably, the right does not have to be expressly granted, but
may hc taken as included in a general grant of the capacity of a physical person,
or as an implied right with relation to the carrying out of rights or powers expres-
sly granted. Theoreticallyv, the matter is unclear; as a practical matter, public admi-
nistrative authorities, ministries, etc., do become members of business organizations
particularly share companies, in furtherance of their purposes. The second limitation
is found in Article 27 of the Commreial Code: an administrative or religious
institution or any other public undertaking may only carry on a trade in the
cases prescribed by special a.9 7 Even if an admini.trative or religious institution
or any other public undertaking does carry on a trade, it does not thereby incur
the status of trader.99

A business organization organized under the Commercial Code does not become
a body corporate under public law merely because the government or one of its
agencies is a member of it even if the government has virtually all of the mem-
bership interest. It remains regulated by the provisions of the Commercial Code, and
the government or agency is a member like any other member. There is no law at
this time dealing specifically with government participation in business organizations
organized under the Commercial Codc99

94. Civ. C. Art.s. 483, 501.
95. See .Civ C-, Art. 394.
96, Civ. C-, Arts. 395-397.
97- The English version omits the words "by speciaL laws", Tt merely states that the cases 'shall

be prescribed." The trm "by special laws" is in the French and Anharic.
98. Gomin. C.. Art. 4.
99- Compare Civ. C., Title XIX, which governs administrative contracts Compare also Comm.

C., Art. 352, which provides that in sh.re ompanies comprising "several groups of share-
holders ith a different legal status," each group muut have the right to clct at least one
representative to the board of directors." This presumably assures that companies with both
governmental and n*on-gove-rnmental sharholders have at least onc director representing each.
For a description of the special problems and their solutions of governmental participation
in business organiations in France, where such participation has ben substantial. See A. de
LaIubadr', TrahiM dlmentaire de droit adminisaroati (Paris, LGDJ. 1966) vol. 3, nos. 939-9M6.
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Parties: Foreigners,. Physical persons of foreign nationality generally enjoy and
may exercise civil rights as if they were Ethiopian. The tern "civil rights" embraces
all rights of which the exercise does not imply participation in the government.1 0
Thus, a foreigner may enter into a partnership agreement as if he were an Ethiopian.

Bodies corporate whose head office is in a foreign country and endowments,
trusts and committees constituted in a foreign country possess and may exercise
civil rights as if they were bodies corporate, endowments, trusts or committees "est-
ablished in Ethiopia," if they have been authorized by the Ministry of Interior to
carry out activities in Ethiopia.'10 Thus, if authorized to carry out activties, these
bodies corporate, endowments, trusts and committees have the same right to enter
into a partnership agreement that they would have if they were established in
Ethiopia. However, the Ministry of Interior may prohibit or regulate the carrying out
of regular activities in Ethiopia by particular foreign bodies corporate, endowments,
trusts or committees, or by classes of them.102 Also, an authorization to carry out
activities in Ethiopia may be revoked for good cause-'"

The, position of the foreign body, which wishes merely to become a member
of a business organization in Ethiopia without carrying out other activities is un-
clear. Is entering into a partnership agreement the carrying out of "activities," such
that Ministry approval is required? Must there be something more, such as active
participation in the affairs of the organization? Does it depend on the kind of busi-
ness organization formed? As a practical matter, these questions may not be too
important at this stage since forzign investors are likely to participate in controlling
the activities of organizations in which they invest. But thr situation conceivably could
arise where an Ethiopian share company sells shares to foreigners who lake little part in
its activities, other than voting at annual membership meetings and receiving profits.

Some laws impose retrictions on the right of foreigners, whether physical or
legal persons to engage in speeific activities in Ethiopia- These do not necessarily
restrict the right to enter into a partnership agreement but may be important to
a foreigner if he does so. For example, even if he is a member of a business
organization, a foreigner presumably may not be an employee of that organization
un]css he has a work permit° 4 A foreigner may not own land in Ethiopia unless
permitted to do so by Imperial Order or by the terms of special laws, such as the
Investment Proclamation of 1966.u5 A business organization may not be licensed
to operate a bank in Ethiopia unless it is of Ethiopian nationality and unless at
least fifty-one per cent of its capital is owned by Erhiopians"5

100- Civ. C. Art 389.
10l. Civ. C. Arts. 545-547. See also otc 58 above and a mai g text. Thse provsioas

spcify that approval for bodies corporate is to be ghvn by the omce of assoitions and
approvaL for the other institutions by the Ministry of Interior. Thy office of assocations is
part of the Ministry of Intirior. According to Arts 545(2) and 546(Z) authorization may
be withheld if the proposed activities ae c*rary to the law or morals." It is uncler
whether authorintion may be withheld on oihr grounds.

102. Civ. C., Art. 548(1). The Frnch version attributcs this power to C.npcri decre," not the
Ministry.

103. Civ. C., Art. 549. Such a drition is exprewy made subject to. ourt review.
104. See Civ. C, Art. 389(3); Public Empkyment Adinistratio Order, 1962. Art. 15. Order No..

26, Neg. Gaz, year 21, no. 1. See also the Foreign Nationals mpoyment Rqgaicos,
1964. L. Not. No. 295. Ney, Gi=., year 23, no 25,

105- Civ. C.. Arts. 390-393, 548); Investment Decre, 196%3, Art 10, Decree No. 51, Neg. Oar..
year 23, no- 1; Invetment ProCamation. 1966, Proc. No, 242, Neg. Gaz., year 26, no. 2,

106. Monetary and Banking Proclamation, 1963. Art. 32, Proc. No. 206, Neg. Gar., year 23, no 6.
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Finally, a foreigner wishing to become a member of an Ethiopian business
organization must take into account exchange ccntrol regulations, which restrict his
rights to take profits, ptoperty on dissolution, etc., out of Ethiopia.'

Consent. Each party to a contract must give his consent free of defects; that
is, without mistake, fraud or duress. These defects may arise in various ways in
the formation of a business organization. For example, a party may be mistaken
as to the type of organization being formed, or he may be deceived as to the
business to be carried on by the organization. If a partnership agreement is substan-
tially less favorable to one party than to the others and the consent of this party
was obtained by taking advantage of h6 want, simplicity of mind, senility or mani-
fest business inexperience, the agreement may be invalidated as an unconscionable
contract if justice requires. A contract which is affected by a defect in the consent
of a party may be invalidated only at his rcquest.1

Object. Like any Contract, the partnership agreement must have a sufficiently
defined, possible and lawful object. In discussing "object," the Civil Code talks
primarily of the reciprocal obligations of the parries-3W In a partnership agreement,
these consist chiefly of the undertakings of the parties to make contributions and
other obligations regarding the performance of the agreement. But the object of a
partnership agreement also may be interpreted to include the purposes of the busi-
ness organization, thus requiring that such purposes be defined, possible and lawfu.110

The object of a contract is distinguished from the motive of the parties who
make it, By "motive" is meant the reason why or purpose for which the parties
enter into the contract. Arguably, in a partnership agreement, this too could be
interpreted to include the organization's business purposes. The Civil Code prohibits
a court from investigating the parties' motives in order to determine whether the
object of the contract is unlawful or immoral. However, if the motive of one or
all the parties is unlawful or immoral, and the contract or some other-document
shows this, the contract may be invalidated at the request of any contracting party
or interested third party)11 The distinction between object ard motive probably is
made to assure that the stability of contracts will not depend on the uncertainties
of judicial investigation into the state of mind of the contracting parties. These

107. Sce the Foreign Exchange Proclamation. 1963, Prc. No. 211, Neg. Gal., year 23, no. 6;
Investment Decree, 1963, Art. 8, Deree No. 51. Ne. Gaz., year 23, no l; Investment
Proc]amation, 1966, Proc No. 242, My. Car., year 26, no. 2.

108- Civ. C, Art. I308(1). n general, reYarding consent, see Arts. 1696-1710, 1808-188. Note
that in a share company formed by public subscription, a defect in the consent of" a sub-
scriber is more diretly related to the validity of the subscription agreement than1 to the
memorandum of association.

109- See Civ. C., Arts. 1711-1716.

110. G. Ripert, cited above at note 33, no. 711 (French Law). The problem is somewhat different
in Ethiopia because the business organization is de-.ined u a grouping arising out of a. con-
tract, rathr than a contract per se (as in France), and because the Civil Code provisions
concerning object of contracts emphasize the reciprocs] obligations of the parties- It does not
scrn tht the object proisions should be so limited however, at least where business orga-
nizations are concerned.

311. Civ. C-, Arts. 1-17, 1718, 1808(2). Article 1808(2) in the English version spcaks only of in-
,alidation for an unlawful or immoral object, or for absence of the prescribed fori. It

does not mention motive. However, the Amharic and French versions refer to both. Their
effect is to permit invalidatioa for unlawful or immoral motive in the same manner as for
unlawful or immoral object.
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* difficulties are eliminated when the motives are reflected in the terms of the cont-
ract or some document, as they normally would in the case of business purposes.

Some Code provisions deal specifically with activities which may or may not
be carried out by business organizations. Articles 22 and 26 of the Commercial Code
provide that a business organization may carry on any of the activities specified in
Article 5 of the Code as long as it complies with any spetial requirements for
carrying on that trade and is not prohibited from carrying it on." 2 Private limited
companies are expressly forbidden by Article 513 of the Code to "undertake bank-
ing, insurance or any business of a similar nature." Ordinary partnerships may
not have as their object any of the activities specified in Article 5 of the Com-
mercial Code- However, the sanction for violating this prohibition is not nullity of
the organization, but treatment of the organization as a general partnership rather
than an ordinary partnership.'" (Nullity of the organization may still result if the
partnership agreement does not satisfy the requirements of Article 284, or if the
necessary registration and publicity has not been made.) Other prohibitions may be
provided by Special laws-

Form. In general, no special form is required for the formation of a valid
contract unless expressly provided by law or by stipulation of the parties. If a
special form is required, a valid contract is not made unless that form is observed,' 4

Technicaly, no special form is required for the formation of a partnership
agreement. However, the Commercial Code requires that the formation of a busi-
ness organization (other than a joint venture) be in writing and publicized in news-
papers and by registration. Failure to comply with those formalities renders the
business organization null and void; it does not come into existence.' L

The absence of the required writing or publicity in the formation of a business
organization has the same effect as the absence of a required contract form: invali-
dation of the organization or contract sought to be formed. There are no provi-
sions SLating what happens when a business organization is declarcd invalid. How-
ever, the effect of invalidity of a business organization in many ways is like the
effect of invalidity of a long-term contract. Thus, it would seem appropriate to apply the
Civil Code provisions dealing with invalidation of contracts to the invalidation of bus-
iness organization for lack of form, ;st least when there is no meaningful distinction
between invalidation of the organization and invalidation of the partnership agreement.

CONCLUSION

The provisions described above are only a legal skeleton which will be fleshed
out over time with commercial and admuistrative practice, judicial decision and
scholarly interpretation before becoming a living, truly Ethiopian law. This article
has been written in the hope that a preliminary description of some general prin-
ciples will facilitate this process.

112- The Enzglish version of Article. 26 says little more than Article 22, The Frerch version states
that a busincss organization which carri-s on a trade prohibited to it Or f0o which it has
not fulfiLled the legal requirements is null. Thus, like Articles 23 and 24 for physica[ persons
and Article 25 for associations, it provides a sanction. The Ambaric version is closer to
the English. It is somewhat ambiguous, bet clearly provides no sanction.

113. Comm. C-, Arts. 10, 213. Compare Art, V(2) of the Business Enterprises Regirstration Pro-
clamation, 1961. Proc. No. 184, e. Gaz., year 21, no. 3. which prohibits registered business
organizations from engqing in "anariorizd business,"

114. Civ. C., AMs, 1719, 1720(1), 1726.
115. Comm. C., ArEs, 214, 219. 223.
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